
PADI ADVANCED OPEN 
WATER DIVER COURSE

¡CONTINUE YOUR ADVENTURE!



PADI Advanced Open Water is the
“following” course after the PADI Open 
Water Course.

A very fun course, focused in the diver
to get “in-water” experience, differently
tan the Open Water Course, that is very
focused in the theory.

After taking this training, you’ll be 
capable and allowed to dive down to 30 
mts. (100 ft.).



The only pre-requisite for taking this
course is to be a certified PADI Open 
Water Diver, or from any other agency.



Like any othe PADI course, it includes a complete 
manual and a training Cue Card. 

With a qualified PADI Instructor, you’ll go over all
the “Knowledge Reviews” from each section of the
manual, and then go to Open Water and do 5 
“Adventure Dives”, focusing each of this dives on a 
specific topic. All dives include the whole gear
rental.

Two of these Adventures are mandatory: Deep 
Dive and Unerwater Navigation (with compass).

With your instructor, you’ll get to choose the other
3 Adventure dive that you will practice from the
following list:

- Night Dive
- Wreck Diving
- Fish ID
- Peak Performance Buoyancy
- Enriched Air Dive
- Search and Recovery
- Dry Suit Diving

* ALL OF THESE DIVES COUNT AS CREDIT 
FOR  EVENTUAL SPECIALTY COURSES.



For being able to start the course, we
ask for a 1/3 of the total deposit.

The cost of the course is $240.000 
(380 USD).

Payment method can be through
Paypal, credit/debit card,  or cash.

The Course can be done in 2 days, if
doing 3 dives one day and 2 on the
second, but there is no problema in 
doing it in more days if necessary. 



¿Why Buceo Pichidangui?

With almost 11 years of experience
in the área, we have taught more 
than 250 Advanced Courses, and 
certified a total of 5000 divers, 
from Discover Scuba Diving to
Instructor level.
We have a very unique diving
infraestructure, surely the most
complete in the country, which
makes very easy and comfortable
learning any level of training.

At our dive center you can find: 
Dive Shop, Accomodations, Dive
Pool, Advanced Filling station for
air, nitrox and trimix mixtures, 
changing romos with hot wáter and 
a nice cafeteria.





WhatsApp: +56 9 9751 6719

E-MAIL: INFO@BUCEOPICHIDANGUI.CL

FACEBOOK: https://www.facebook.com/buceopichidangui/

https://www.facebook.com/buceopichidangui/

